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Inducing national 
R&I policy reforms

Economic analysis 
and indicators European Semester

Horizon 2020 
Policy Support 

Facility
(PSF)

Diagnosis of bottlenecks 
and assessment of policy responses

Expert and peer support 
to operational reforms

Better R&I policies need better evidence



The PSF activities
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PSF lessons learned
• 15 living activities, 26 since 2015
Peer Reviews: cohesion and associated countries
MLE: demanded by more developed R&I systems
Specific support increasingly demanded overall

• Countries needs
Focused advice
To access PSF at various stages
Possibility for bottom up proposals (besides EoI)

• Successes
Concrete reforms
Full stakeholder mobilisation
Quick response
High quality of experts and peers



Some PSF deliverables
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Reforms to stimulate innovative entrepreneurship and to 
create an environment conducive to the growth of 
technological start-ups 

Panel tasked to: 

1. Assess the incipient RO innovative entrepreneurship, 
start-up and scale-up ecosystem 

2. Identify and recommend measures and specific 
instruments strengthen it

Goals of PSF Specific Support



Particularly relevant for R&I in Romania



Build on 
strengths

and accelerate
reforms 

Talent 
Growth/ TFP 
Investment
Emerging ecosystem
Drive to reform
EU funding 
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Editorial  

Welcome to the Horizon 2020 
Policy Support Facility newsletter  

Dear Reader, As Commissioner for Research, 
Science and Innovation I want to support 
countries to increase their impact – scientific, 
technological, economic and societal – from 
their spending on research. Many Member 
States know that they need to reform the 
way they do research and innovation. But this 
requires expertise and a clear diagnosis of the 
challenges ahead, as well as persistence and 
political courage. This is where the Horizon 
2020 Policy Support Facility (PSF) plays a 
vital role.  

Read more...  
 

 

 

 

 

News  

 

Country Specific Activities  

Expert panel calls for clear-cut reforms in Poland to 
unleash the full potential of its higher education and 
science system  

On 13 September 2017, after nine months of work, a dedicated Horizon 
2020 Policy Support Facility (PSF) Peer Review panel presented its final 
report and recommendations in Warsaw on how to reform Poland's higher 

• Monthly H2020 PSF 
Newsletter

• Fact Sheets of PSF 
activities

… And others:

Summary articles of 
concluded activities

PSF Brochure (soon)

PSF Video (soon)

Tweets of kick-off and 
final meetings

Translation of Executive 
Summaries

> Subscribe here > For more information visit the PSF Knowledge 
Center


